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Many new homes are riddled
with defects-and buyers are in for a
shocl< if they want them fixed
BY mAVI ffi

Malgarct and John Lambe were looking forward to retiring. They'd worked
hard running an electronics company
and were moving to the small market
town of Calne in Wiltshire to be nearer
their family. They paid 1250,000 for a
brand-new four-bedroom detached
house in pleasant Avon Close and were

planning on making the most of the
garden. The house itself came ready
decorated by the developer, Persimmon Homes, and fitted with all appli
ances. Friends joked that all they'd have

to do would be to put the curtains up.
But a fortnight before the compleL74
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tion date their home was like

a

bomb-

site. The bathroom had been plumbed

wrongly, flooding the utility room and
kitchen below. Worse, the "garden" was
now a churned dumping ground for
bricks, slabs and wire. By the time they
moved in, in March 2002, the bathroom

had been replumbed-but the new
flooring in the rooms below had been
laid before the rooms had dried out
and within weeks it had lifted.
It was a sign of things to come. From
badly fixed door handles to the bath's
having to be refitted, the couple's new
home has had more than 100 defects,
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which have taken three and a halfyears
for Persimmon to fix.
The Lambes'experience is far from
unique. A buyer (who does not want
to be identified due to a pending legal
case) from another developer found,
among dozens of problems, incorrect
wiring, locks that didn't fit, leaking gutters and drains that flowed the wrong
way-causing a stench outside so bad
that he could never open his windows.
Of course most newbuildings need
some fixes-known as "snags" in the
industry. But Steve Soulsby,35, an electrician himsel{, was astonished by the
shoddiness of his new-build in east
Scotland, another Persimmon home.
'Among other things, the window sills
were covered in mortar, the garage roof
wasn't properly fixed to the walls, windows were scratched, abedroom door
didn't shut, nails were sticking out of
a door frame and tiles were not sealed

ingly finding that their dream homes
are not up to specification-and may
even contravene building and safety
standards. In fact a 2003 Housing

School of Engineering and

Forum survey found that fully 54 per
cent of new-build buyers would not
recommend their builder.

ease the

country's housing

crisis. "The Government
has given the industry a tar-

get of increasing output

new homes is increasing year on year,"
says Martyn Maxwell, managing partner in Brickkickers New Home Inspections, an independent company. "You
can now expect to find at least 40 problems in a one-bedroom property and
over 130 for a

[now to 240,OO0 homes
a yearl while reducing

Phil Waller of www.brand-new
homes.co.uk, a website for new-build
buyers, sees a number ofreasons why
standards arc dropping. "Developers

are setting unrealistic schedules to
complete estates," he says.'Accelerated building programmes then mean
there's a shortage of skilled workers

prices. With any successful product there's a balance between cost, quality
and quantity-but an unchecked focus on only two
of these will inevitably de-

prioritise the third."

But many new-home
buyers-even those buying
"off-plan", before the house

2. Check the site and plans carefully, especially if
buying off-plan.
3. Get a tour ofthe style ofproperty you are
buying, which may involve going to another similar
development. Don't be fooled by show homes.
4. Get an independent snagging report before
moving in (about 1300-1550 for a three-bed house)
from a company such as Inspector Home
(ows 4oB 4979), Survey Quotes (0800 298 5424)
or Brickkickers @845 226 6036).
5. Instruct a solicitor with a track record of
negotiating retentions and delaying completion due
to snags. If you need to be moved in by a particular
date ask your solicitor to have it written into
the contract.
6. Demand to see your home's inspection book,
which records the NHBC inspections completed.
7. Get a home and contents policy that includes
legal protection-useful if you need to take the
developer to court.
8. Xeep dated copies ofall correspondence, with
photographs if possible. Confrm verbally agreed
actions in writing. Keep detailed records of any costs
you incur as a result ofsnags.
9. Ask neighbours if they've had any problems.

inspectors no longer make spot checks
and come only when invited by builders at six key stages-and these inspections are sometimes missed.

has even been built-are
reassured by the ten-year
warranties that must be in
place on all new homes to
get a mortgage. These warranties are paid for by the
builder and traditionally issued by the
NHBC under their "Buildmark' scheme,
although Zurich's "Building Guarantee" and Premier's "Guarantee for New
Homes" are available alternatives.
The warranties state that the builder
is responsible for repairing any faults
about which they are informed during
the first two years; for the remaining
eight years the warranty provider is
liable, but essentially for structural defects only. If the homeowner and the

survey into snagging in new housing
in 2O05-6 at Coventry University's

builder don't agree on what work needs
to be done, the NHBC offers arbitration, which is binding on the builder

AND TILES WERE NOT
SEALED IN THE SHOWER'
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a

major cause of the problem is official pressure to

"The number of snags we find in

.NAIIS WERE STICI(ING
OUT OF A DOOR FRAME
in the shower area. Yet it was a month
after I gave them the snagging list before they even started."
More than 185,000 new homes are
built every year in Britain. Their attractions are heavily promoted by developers: no chain, no redecorating,
repairs or renovation, state-of-the-art
energy efficiency and all mod cons
ready fitted. But buyers are increas-

Computing, believes

L Research the developer on the Internet.

and experienced site managers. And
there are not enough inspectors." National House-Building Council (NHBC)

to ensure the disputed defects are fixed.
Yet some homebuyers find that these
warranties are hard to claim on. When

Margaret and |ohn Lambe sought the
assistance of the NHBC they were told

that the warranty didn't cover any
aspect of the garden beyond three
yards from the house. Among the250

defects in Mark and Kelly Hunkin's
new Redrow-built home were some
floors so uneven that the carpets and
wooden flooring theyd ordered couldn't be laid. NHBC guidelines state that
floors should be level to within 4mm
over a metre: these floors were lTmm
t17
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out. Even after Redrow worked on
them they were still out by more than

limit-yet when the
NHBC inspected it they pronounced

three times the

the deviation "not excessive".
Stephen Nancarrow, head oflnspector Home, another independent inspection firm, has encountered the NHBC's
evasiveness first-hand. "In response to

one of our reports," he says, "which
listed over 100 defects in a new house,
their claims department wrote:'The
NHBC Resolution Service...is not designed to deal with disputes involving
such a large number of items. For this

across the country making morc than

a million inspections a year at key
stages ofhouse construction. Last year
we paid claims totalling more than 138
million. Our Resolution Service proves
a successful

way of resolving problems

for homeowners."
Developers are equally insistent that

the present system works well. "We
take issues of build quality and cus-

tomer service very seriously,"

says

'llJ$iEIi!$s{t

David Bryant, group development director of Persimmon Homes. "We acknowledge that occasionally there are
i

cases where standards fall below those
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BUYING A PENNY CHEW

reason I am reluctant to offer our service to you and your client,' "
Martyn Maxwell sees an obvious explanation for why the NHBC might not
be keen to get involved. "The developers are paying for these ten-year war-

deemed acceptable, but we endeavour
to deal with all items brought to our
attention as quickly as possible."
Steve Soulsby's neighbour in Scotland, James Cowan,35, might disagree.
He moved to a 8247,000 Persimmon

ranties, so it's not in the NHBC'S interest
to bite the hand that feeds i! the same
with Zurich and Premier. The NHBC
says it finds for the buyer 70 per cent
of the time, but I'd say it's 50/50."
The NHBC is robust in defending its

four-bedroom detached new home
with wife Kirsty, son Liam, four, and

track record. "Of the 170,000 new
homes registered with us each year,
only a very small percentage experience serious problems," says Media
and Communications Officer Satvinder Sahota. "We have 350 inspectors
118

pensioner parents last December. The
most serious of the 210 problems they
have found so far is drainage. "When it
rained there was so much mud you'd
sink a foot in it," he says. "I managed to
get the site manager here. He agreed
there was a problem and told me to
call customer care. I did, back in Feb-

ruary, but the problem hasn't been
solved. We've just spent 9500 putting in
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THE SHOCKING TRUTH ABOUT NEW-BUILD HOi,4ES
soakaways so we can use the garden."
David Bryant responds: "We're con-

fident the drainage installed by Persimmon at Mr Cowan's property is
completely fit-for-purpose."
It is exactly in cases like this that an
independent arbitrator should step in.
But so far Mr Cowan is not impressed.
"My experience of the NHBC is that my

solicitor has not even received our
Buildmark insurance document from
them, despite requesting it for months."

But can buyers not simply sue the
developer? Even here the odds are
against you: astonishingly, new homes
are exempt from the Sale of Goods Act
1979 and its amendments. So in an industryworth some 120 billion a yearand inwhat maybe the most important
purchase of your life-you have fewer
rights than when buying a penny chew.
Unsurprisingly, many are calling for
a change in this law. Another solution,
say the Royal Institution ofChartered
Surveyors (RICS), might be a provision

for homebuyers to withhold some of

their money until all defects are repaired. (In a seller's market, such a sys-

tem should ideally be mandatory,
otherwise developers would just give

preference to those who didn't demand
a retention.) Terry Williams also suggests a system where warranties are
selected and paid for by the homebuyer,
not the builder. Another possibility is
the settlement of disputes through an
impartial institution, such as RICS.
Yet the Government shows little sign

of wanting to get involved. Back in
Apd,ZOOZ, an investigation into issues
relating to new homes was called for by
Labour MP for Edinburgh North and
Leith, Mark Lazarowicz. The then Par-

liamentary Under-Secretary of State
for Transport, Local Government and
the Regions, Sally Keeble, replied that
she would "prefer to give the industry
an opportunity to take voluntary action. Its efforts, aided by schemes such
as the NHBC's Buildmark, should lead
to better consistency in build quallty,

better after-sales service and higher
customer satisfaction."
Yet a government report tlvo years
later showed that customer satisfaction was even lower. A staggering 90
per cent of all new homes now have
some defects and the average home
has 62. At what point will government
admit self-regulation isn't working?

WHAT THE DUCHESS SAW
In Channel 4 documentary Queen Camilla, the Prince
of Wales's actor friend Keith Baxter recalled the time
the Duchess ofCornwall took him and a group of
friends for a swim near Sandringham.
"It was a hot day but there was a sea mist. While
we were in the water, it suddenly cleared to reveal about
20 nudists on the beach. Nobody was particularly fazed,
but it was sweet to see one nude lady trying to curtsy."

